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BROWSING: MICROCHIPPING

New Graphene Electronic Tattoo For Tracking Internet
Of Things And Biometric IDs
BY ANDREW CHEETHAM ON 8 AUGUST 2017 GMT

BIG BROTHER, CORPORATE CRIME, MICROCHIPPING NEW WORLD ORDER

‘New biometric tracking methods seem to be rolled out by the day for policing, travel,
banking, medical applications, and beyond.
February of last year I covered a development by a company called Chaotic Moon that was
seeking “total integration” with their Tech Tats which they envisioned could be used to
replace wallets, as well as to monitor your vital signs:
“We carry wallets around and they are so vulnerable. With the tech tattoo you can carry all
your information on your skin and when you want your credit card information or your ID,
you can pull that up automatically through the system…
…“Rather than going to the doctor once a year for your physical, this tech tattoo can be
something you put on your body once a year and it monitors everything that they would do in
a physical and it sends that to your doctor, and if there’s an issue they can call you,” Schneider
said. “So the tech tattoos can really tie in everything into one package. It can look at early
signs of fever, your vital signs, heart rate, everything it needs to look at to notify you that
you’re getting sick or your child is getting sick.”’

Chaotic Moon Studios - Tech Tats
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Read more: New Graphene Electronic Tattoo For Tracking Internet Of Things And Biometric
IDs

Microchipping Humans: First They Traded Freedom For
Security, Now It’s Privacy For Convenience
BY ANDREW CHEETHAM ON 7 AUGUST 2017 GMT

BIG BROTHER, MICROCHIPPING

‘If a steel truth exists in decades of technological innovation, it rests firmly in the convenience
provided society — indeed, while the mother of invention had long been named necessity, a
prodigious marketplace bolstered iniquitously by acceptance of planned obsolescence

(https://adserver.davidicke.com/www/delivery/ck.php?
oaparams=2__bannerid=30__zoneid=15__source=%7Bobfs

ensured materialism had supplanted anything honorable as the true American Way.
Whether society’s placating soma of an obsession with stuff and things was engineered by the
political upper echelons or fell, in some nightmarish fluke, at the feet of frothy-mouthed
surveillance hawks, perhaps matters not an iota, considering the State probably has more
eyes in your home than does your family.
That — implanting appliances, phones, electronics, homes, cars, kids’ toys, and damned near
any other objects pervertible for domestic spying — takes gall.
Like well-oiled cogs, however, even corporate media’s condemnation in headlines of the
aforementioned abhorrent surveillance programs exposed by a series of tremendously
important leaks and leakers, could not sway consumerists, on the whole, to raise as much as
an eyebrow. Why this stupefying apathy to multitudinous rights violations perpetrated by the
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United States government against, well, the planet?’
Read more: Microchipping Humans: First They Traded Freedom For Security, Now It’s
Privacy For Convenience

Microchipped Population – David Icke 20 years ago, predicting
the world we live in today
Microchipped Population - David Icke 20 years ago, predicting the world we live in t…

EMF take-down of America by Alien ET technology: How
far has it gone?
BY ANDREW CHEETHAM ON 7 AUGUST 2017 GMT
BIG BROTHER, HEALTH, MEDICAL/HEALTH, MICROCHIPPING MIND CONTROL TECHNOLOGY, TRANSHUMANISM

‘Despite vociferous official denials, it is now known that Electromagnetic Frequencies (EMF)
can entrain brain waves, cause electrical conduction irregularities in the heart function, cause
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sleep irregularities, migraines and cancer without doing any tissue heating.
For many years it has been the official USG position that Electromagnetic frequencies (EMF)
can only be harmful if tissue is heated.
This has now been shown in numerous peer reviewed studies to be notably untrue, that in
fact EMF can entrain brain waves and can disturb electrical conductance in the heart without
heating tissue at all.
I have written prior articles which described the sophisticated Globalist agenda to
psychotronically oppress We The People using cell phones and cell phone towers, Wi-Fi, dirty
electricity and other forms of EMF including custom targeting by ground stations and
satellite. I also listed some countermeasures that are now being used to mitigate the effects.’
Read more: EMF take-down of America by Alien ET technology: How far has it gone?

5G and The AI Control Grid - Max Igan
BY ANDREW CHEETHAM ON 7 AUGUST 2017 GMT
BIG BROTHER, CORPORATE CRIME, HEALTH, MICROCHIPPING TECHNOLOGY, TRANSHUMANISM

5G and The AI Control Grid

The Richie Allen Show on Davidicke.com: Pippa On The
Agenda To Implant Us With RFID & How It Relates To
The Coming 'Smart Agenda'
BY ANDREW CHEETHAM ON 3 AUGUST 2017 GMT
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Pippa On The Agenda To Implant Us With RFID & How It Relates To The Coming 'S…

Your energy bills could be controlled by Google or
Amazon under Government plans for 'peak pricing'
BY ANDREW CHEETHAM ON 25 JULY 2017 GMT
BIG BROTHER, CORPORATE CRIME, MEDICAL/HEALTH, MICROCHIPPING TECHNOLOGY, THE POLICE STATE
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‘Households will soon be rewarded for turning lights off at night and heat off in the winter,
under official plans to let technology firms like Google and Amazon to provide energy to
British Homes.
The Government and regulators want radical new “time of day tariffs”, where energy prices
fluctuate depending on availability, to be widely used by millions of families by 2020, Ofgem
told the Daily Telegraph.
At present only one supplier, Green Energy UK offers a time of day tariff.
But Ofgem has said it will relax licensing and data sharing rules in order to let tech firms
introduce the new gas and electric tariffs, which will have more control over appliances in
people’s homes than traditional arrangements.
Under the arrangements suppliers will be able to switch consumer’s appliances – like TVs and
washing machines – on or off during times of high or low demand.
The scheme is designed to save billions in electricity bills, but it is likely to raise further
questions on privacy and data security for households who choose to move to such contracts
to reduce their bills.’
Read more: Your energy bills could be controlled by Google or Amazon under Government
plans for ‘peak pricing’

They Are Building A Technological Prison For Humanity – David
Icke
They Are Building A Technological Prison For Humanity - David Icke - Dot Connecto…
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Handy way to pay: US firm plans to fit employees with
microchip implants
BY ANDREW CHEETHAM ON 24 JULY 2017 GMT

MICROCHIPPING

‘A US vending business is entering a new era of ‘convenience’ by implanting microchips in
employees that will allow them access to basic workplace amenities.
At least 50 staff at Wisconsin firm Three Square Market have volunteered to have a
microchip, similar to one in a contactless credit card, inserted into their hand, according to
the company.
Three Square Market say the volunteers will be able to use the tiny electromagnetic device to
bypass login requirements and buy food on their lunch breaks.
Implanted between the thumb and forefingers, the microchip uses radio-frequency
identification (RFID) and near-field communication technology [NFC] to read information
stored on external objects or products.
Toddy Westby, CEO of the company, described the microchipping as the “next evolution” in
payment systems and suggested the technology could one day replace the passport.’
Read more: Handy way to pay: US firm plans to fit employees with microchip implants

David Icke – Humanity..Microchips and Biological Androids
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David Icke - Humanity..Microchips and Biological Androids

Soon we'll wear fitness trackers INSIDE our bodies:
Amazon report on future technology says there could
also be devices to translate barks and miaows from dogs
and cats
BY ANDREW CHEETHAM ON 20 JULY 2017 GMT

MICROCHIPPING TECHNOLOGY, TRANSHUMANISM

‘Pet translators, implanted fitness trackers and virtual shelves to show off digital downloads
of music and TV will be popular tech products of the future, new research claims.
Online retail giant Amazon commissioned the report to mark the launch of its Shop The
Future online store of tech products – including 3D printers and augmented reality glasses –
having taken predictions from futurists on tech trends in years to come.
Their predictions for new products included communication devices that could understand
and translate the different barks and miaows from pets, while the concept of “simplexity” will
become part of how people shop – using voice activation and artificial intelligence to make
previously complex tasks simple, the report said.’
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Read more: Soon we’ll wear fitness trackers INSIDE our bodies: Amazon report on future
technology says there could also be devices to translate barks and miaows from dogs and cats

Would you get your travel card implanted into your
HAND? Swedish commuters raise concerns over security
and privacy by using microchips to pay for their journey
BY ANDREW CHEETHAM ON 15 JUNE 2017 GMT

EUROPEAN NEWS, MICROCHIPPING

‘The days of having to remember to grab your travel card on your way out of the house could
soon be a thing of the past.
SJ Rail, a Swedish rail operator, claims that up to 100 of its customers are embedding
microchip implants into their hands to pay for their journey.
The creepy technology raises security and privacy issues, as the data generated could be used
to track people.
SJ Rail is not offering to microchip people itself, and passengers wanting to use the service
must already have the futuristic technology.
Mircrochip implants are not new in Sweden, and an estimated 20,000 people already have
them, using the devices to swipe in and out of the office, and even pay for food.’
Read more: Would you get your travel card implanted into your HAND? Swedish commuters
raise concerns over security and privacy by using microchips to pay for their journey

Soon People Will Line Up Like Lemmings To Get Their
Brains Hacked
BY ANDREW CHEETHAM ON 14 JUNE 2017 GMT
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‘The ability to hack the human brain like a computer might seem far-fetched to some, but it’s
something we have covered extensively here at Activist Post. The possibility has even
prompted a Nevada senator to seek legal restrictions on microchip implants.
The fact is that neuroscientists have been studying various methods of creating braincomputer interfaces for quite some time. Naturally, the benefits get touted, but there also has
been a clear move by the military to use this as a high-tech form of direct mind control.
Melissa Dykes covers the research and the reasons why people will likely be conditioned to
accept brain hacks in the future.’

Soon People Will Line Up Like Sheep to Get Their Brains Hacked
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